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Summary ' .. f} Out of a· to'tal payload of 1000 lb., control and 
. other, ' 250· lb. are available for the earth
scanning unit. Tentative size specifications 
for the satellite are : length,"25 ft.i dia., 5 ft. . 

A satellite is defined 'here as a vehicle in a 
.: constaht aititude orbit, with an environment of 

'negligibie drag: a":d rela:~ively stable great Circle 
orbit 'witli negligible ' precession ' during one 
revoiu·tion. . 

Two. systems . 6f an earth . scan~ing, mlDlmum 
instrumented, orbital rO'cket' vehicle are descri
bed. The resol~ing· . 'abilities' of ' an . <Jptical-.video 
and X-band · radar-, system. ,lire ··ccimpared, .as. 'are 
their weight and 'p'ower 'requi'remenUCThe ·pos
sible advan'tage's :' of .. a : .. huin~n : .:observi!'r, ~ 'are 
sftessed. It is' conCluded 'that thed~scritie'ci radar 
uriit would' prove 'unsuitable for a small missilel 
the optical ·unit . ~otild ha,je a res6lving :'power . 

. . The orbital velocity {v) of this vehicle is ' 
. : , d~termined by' the relationship ' 

: advantage "but would .suffer· from IIleteorological 
. and general a:tin'osphe~ic' inteifer~nce , :: . ,'. 

Introduction . 

A practical earth"sca'nnlngsystem would be a ' 
definite utilitartim fonctio.n of· an ()rbital or«sat~ 
ellite» rocket vehicle. ' . '" '. 

While is 'desirable to consider ·th.e eventual 
developm·ent. of ,Ii system able to' ·· discern: a 
maximum ,amount of information, it Is 'expe'dient 
here to disqI'SS a' single type of information -

. an installation or plant at least 600 yds. dia, with 
·.an optical and · radio frequency refleCtivity ap~ 
preciably different from that· of the surrounding 
terrain. This single type of target 'is treated"ex

.. elusively l:lere in order to keep the. paper within ' 
reason.able length.· Similarly, several a'ssumptions 
are made, viz;. . .'. . 

. al The scanning unit's are based .on existing, un
. classified techniques. 

b) The simpiestsystems arEi chosen. 
c) A c'bntinuous sOlJrce 0(% k.W;·a:c. andd. C. 

power is availabie 10'r scanning ·unit. imdtele
'mete'ring transmitter~' : .:. . .... . 

d)' The target envirbnment is fairly flat within a .,' .. 
radius of; 250 .·mile·!;,, · and has the·".reflectivity . 
and characteristics 01 nat; vegetatibn covered 
terrain,' ' . '. . 

e) . A minirhum 'of 'scann~t 'attitude; st'a6ili~~tion 
;s required" 'with: . severe vehicle ':stabilization 

. correctable by home-base ·programming. . . . 

where 

. . . 1/ 2 . [ R2] 
v=go '(R + h) 

R = rad. of earth = 4000 mL 
h = altitude = 500 mi. 
g = 32.2 ft./sec,2 

.... ThiS' Yi~lds a velocity' of 4,3 miles/sec, or 3,7 
miles/sec. ground speed. The period of this great 
circle orbit would then be 1.8 hours. (1) 
g) l:iome-base contact is possible at all times 

(although possibly not necessary). The exact 
. location of the vehicle is known either by 
Loran-type . or wireless beacon contacts or 
wirelessed position indication obtained by 
astronomical reference. 

SpeclflcaUons 

. The' specifications and requiremen ts for the 
. scanning unit may 'be summed up, then, as foll-
. o'ws: . 
i ~ A'weight of not more. than 250 lb. 

' 2. ' A total sp,ace requirement of approximately 
: 150 cu. ft. .' 

:3: An electrical power r~quirement of not more 
. than 500 ' wads and less, if possible. 
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4. An ability to (jetect a discrete tar~~t 'of 600 
yds. dia. (30,000 sq: yds. area) from :the altitude 
of 500 miles (2,640,000 ft.). " 

5. A possible method of «preferential» scanning 
- i. e., the selection' of a smaller aiea within 
the area under surveilla'nce - ' arbitrarily set 
at 500 miles dia., or approximately 200,000 ' 
square miles. ' , 
A smaller scan area would seriously' reduce 
the probability of farget det~ction in a very 
large land area. Of course, 'a smaller scan area 
could be readily established and would in 
effect permit an increase in the net resolving 
power of the .intelligence system.> However, 
the reduced scan would necessitate e~tensive 
path programming ' of the ' vehicle, with ,all 
the attendant difficulties due to propellant 
consumption and orbit corrections. ' On the 
other hand; the coriolis .forces acting 011 th~ 
vehicle would gradually cause orb'ital pertur
bation and consequently new sections of the 
terrain would 'be scanned. ,However, this 
method is too haphazard and slow to be of 
practical importance. 

6. The intelligenc~ data should be transmitted 
directly to a friendly home base at a maximum 
distance of 2,200 miles, on-a wide band video , ' 
carrier. Or, if this is impractical, im infor
mation storage-transmit system ,should be in
corporated. 
Two types of scanning systems at once suggest 

themselves aS ,capable ,of functioning within these 
specifications. First, a ground illuminating sys
tem, such as obtained with radar; secondly, ' an 
optical system, utilizing the reflected earth ,light 
to form an image of the target: area. 

Of the analysis of these two ,systems, that of 
the radar is very much more complex and can 
only be treated semi-empirically with ' many 
assumptions and speculations. The characteristics 
of a possible radar system will be outlined first. 

Radar scanning 

While there are various types of r,!-dar sys
tems, a most common type - the «pulse» ' radar 
will be treated exclusively he-re. This system 
emits intense discrete electromagnetic ' pulses 
spaced rath~r ' far apart in terms of each pulse 
duration. These pulses are reflected ~rom the 
target area and the echoes are sensed by a 
receiver which is only active during the trans
mitte(s waiting time between emitted pulses. 

Since an image of the ' ground , is ' desi~ed, a 
particular application of. radar ', is required -
the «plan-position indicatof». This - system de
pends on the principle ,of «ground painting» from 
an airborne scanning unit. The :<painting» or 
illumination is accomplished by sweeping the 
earth with a fan beam of radar pulses in a 360 0 

(or less) sector. This , fan beam is formed by 

.:: ~ 'special,ly " ~h~ped ' s~'-call~d ' ,cosecant-squared 
, ante:rina whiCh both , translJlits and receives, 'in 

'tum. ' (Fig. 1) The rad~r . beam is distort~d in 

, . 
REfLECTOR 
(FAN BE"M) 

H--"-'RE FLECTOR 
(PENCIL BEAM) ' 

1. Cosecantl Paraboloidal ~tenila, with Mounting , 

oroer to reduce the ene~gy level of the pulses 
emitted normal or nearly normal to the ei,irth's 
,surface, and to increase the pulse energy of the 
, beam segment obliquely incident on the surface. 
This assures ,a more uniform echo energy , level 
at the, receiver. The beam must be narrow in 
azimuth .in order to permit discrimination bet
ween targets, in this case, the 600 yds. dia. object 
within the total :scanned field . As this quasi- ' 
paraboloidal anten'na sweeps through its assigned, 
area, the instantaneous information of its position 
is relayed to a synchronized electron sweep 
trace, on the video cathode ray image display 
tube. The radial sweep , represents an instan
taneous projection of the fan beam echo on the ' 
tube, face. An object on the ground of sufficient 
,reflecting power will show as a bright dot on the 
sweep trace. As the antenna rotatE!s, the swe,ep 
follows, and in ' 360 0 displays the reflected 'echo 
from the ground, ~s a nonperspective picture or 
map: However, it must be emphasized that even 
the mod,em best-definition radar , yields a ground ' 
target picture which, is incomparably poorer in 
detail than a , vertical photoQraph' under good 
conditions. , ' 

The n!soiving power ?f the, radar improves as ' 
the 'beamwidth is decreased and ' therefo{e a 

, sharp, beam 'is required. This indicates' the use of 
microwave radar since the ,sharpness of the 
beam depends on the. ratio of. the antenna dia
'meter , to the radio wavelength. Therefore, if a 
microwave (in this case '3, cm) beam were used, 
a relatively large antenna; ' approxi~ately 2 feet 
dia. would suffic,e., The 3 cm wavelength (10,000 
megacycles h'equency) is the lower wavelength 
limit which cim be , practically ~sed. Shorter 
wavelengths, especially below 2 cm, suffer from 
atmospheriC absorption of the microwave energy. ' 



The atmosphere. is' no longertransparent"in these 
regions and either its constituent gases or water 
vapor can cause serious attenuation. (2). 

Enough has ' been said, then, to permit a 
very brief analysis of a possible applicable radar 
unit, based on existing airborne microwave 
systems. It must be emphasized that many as
sumptions are made, since each problem of radar 
scanning is unique and can often be approached 
only . from an experimental standpoint. For ins
tance, the statistical problem of the earth terrain 
reflections with the many and varied reflecting 
elements of all sizes, configurations and reflect
ion coefficients, can be itself the basis of a very 
large analytical study. The weights and power 
outputs are also somewhat idealized but . not 
unrealizable. Furthermore, the considerable 
problem of mounting a sweeping or rotating 
antenna whose terminals must be electrically 
insulated against the power leakage in the near . 
vacuum at the altitude, is not discussed here: If 
the antenna is in an enclosed pressurized housing 
or «radome» the problems of the characteristic 
microwave absorption by the radome housing 
arises, as does that of possible gas leakage. 

Analysis 

The predictable radar performance can be 
summed up by a simple radar equation as fol
lows: (3) (4) 

P;l,2 G2 (Ra) . (1/2C:t. sec e) K sin e 
S = (4lt)3 R4 

where: 

5 = Reflection signal energy in watts, available 
at the radar ,antenna. 

(J. = Azimuthal width of radar beam in radians, 
here It/90 radians (or 2 0). 

e = Declination . angle of beam, or angle bet
ween line of sight (fig. 3) and edge of fan 
beam. 

P = Peak pulse power, = 4 X 10 5 watts. 

R = Range of target = ~e ' where h = alti-
Sin -

tude, 2, 640,000 ft. 
C = Velocity of light, 980,000,000 ft./sec. 
G = Antenna gain = Go co~ec2 e V cos e. A 

value of approximately 1000 was chosen 
due to uncertainties of best value for e or 

Go = . [(\~I)] = [4)~f] 
where 

A = Area of antenna aperture. 
f = dimensionless factor, approx. 0.6 (not ref

ated to reflection coeff.). 

. T = Pulse duration, .1 microsec. A longer pulse 
duration increases range but decreases 
resolution. 

K = A reflection coefficient for a flat land sur
face covered with normal vegetation. A 
common value of 0.6 has been chosen. 

The solving of this radar equation yields a 
value of 4 X 1 0-11 watts for S, the reveived echo 
power at the radar antenna. Since an average 
threshold sensitivity of a good radar receiver 
may be 3X 10-12 watts, the ground echo should 
be readily detectable and displayed on the p.p.i. 
video screen. In fact, the power level of the 
echo pulse would even be increased if a higher 
antenna gain were chosen. No attempt has been 
made to compute maximum range since the 
criterion of signal strength to sensitivity ratio 
is a sufficient one. 

Thus while a display of the scanned area could 
possibly be obtained, several very disturbing 
factors immediately arise which overshadow the 
signal strength criterion. 

1. The delay (T) between the transmission of a 
pulse and the echo from the earth, at a dis
tance of 2,640,000 feet is, 

T 
2 X average Range 

= , where c is the 
c 

velocity of light, 980,000,000 ft./sec. This delay 
(T) is 0.0 053 seconds. But the vehicle travels 
at 21.600 ft./sec. - so when the pulse returns 
in 0 0053 seconds, the vehicle has moved 
through 1 15 fee t, well out of the way of the 
radar pulse. 

2. As the radar antenna rotates and sweeps its 
fan beam through 360 0 or some fractional arc, 
it must not move more than approx. 1 % of 
the beam width (20) for the duratlOn of at least 
one illuminating pulse. That is, the returning 
purse must find that the antenna is still point
ing in its directIon, on arrival. Furthermore, 
since the reflected intensity is ' low, it would 
be desirable to have multipulse illumination 
of the target- say 5 pulses per scan. 
If one pulse is assumed, the fastest possible 

. 360 
scanning rate through 360 0 would be- X T, 

w 
where T = 0.0053 sec., as in (1) and w is the 
effective beam width, 2 o. This yields an an
tenna rotation of 1.05 rev. per sec., and a pulse 

1 
repetition rate of 0.0053 or 190 pulses per 

second. 

As stated, under (1), the vehicle moves 115 
feet during the pulse travel. Therefore, the 
above requirement that the antenna be within 
the locus of the target echo path is not met. 
Of course, since the reflection from the earth 
is assumed scattered or «diffuse» rather than 
specular, some of the return echo will be 
intercepted. But the probability of receiving 



the actual symme~rical 600 yd. dia. target echo 
is vanishingly small. 
Even if some way, such as twin antennas 
separated by 150' could be found to circum
vent the signal reception lag, another phe
nomenon, the «Doppler Effect» might prove 
disturbing. This effect arises because of the 
high velocity of the vehicle and is manifested 
by a change in frequency of the received echo 
signal. This factor is too lengthy and complex 
to be discussed here, as is an associated phe
nomenon, that of aberration. 

3. Still more serious is the question of angular 
resolving power. The target is 600 yds. dia.; 
yet, even a 2 0 beam will have an azimuth 
width of 13 miles at the center of the fan 
beam, spreading to 17.S miles at the tip. Radar 
can discern two targets as separate only if 
the targets have a greater angular separation 
than the beamwidfh. Therefore, d eta i Iso r 
s hap e of the considered target would not . 
be defined. At best, the entire target· would 
contribute only an insignificant portion of the 
instantaneous total reflected radar echo. The 
reflected «clutter» from the surrounding area 
(4250 sq. miles) covered in one 2 0 fan beam 
scan would completely override the small 
signal contributed by the target area (roughly 
lho square mile or 1/40000 of the total area), 
If the reflection coefficient of the target were 
0.9, SO% above that of the environment, it 
might be represented as a minute dot, lh50" 
dia. on the face of a 10" display oscilloscope. 
However, the smallest spot which can be 
resolved with the best modern oscillos
copes is approximately 1/250 of the radius, or 
1/50" for the 10" tube. Therefore, unless im
provements are made in cathode ray spot 
.resolution, the difficulty of display of the 
described target with existing equipement re
mains as another limiting factor. It is possible 
to expand or magnify the image display with 
various techniques, such as «delayed P.P'!.» 
or «off-center P.P.I.», but these introduce new 

------------- ---- ------------

-------- --------------------
\~I:~I~t:~?~!O VEHICLE RADAR. TRANSMITTING UNIT 

"TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVING SCAN STATION 

2. Digram of Possible Radar Relay Unit 

problems such as image distortion and rapi
dityof movement.(S) Lack of space precludes 
further discussion of these techniques, as it 
does a discussion of the complex transmitting 
system which must simultaneously relay the 
scan information, the instantaneous angular 
antenna position and range or position in
formation to the home base. (Fig. 2) 
The tentative specifications for the described 

radar .. unit and. transmitting relay 'system are 
summed up;· 
Radar Transmitter 
frequency.. . 
Peak pulse power 
Receiver sensitivity 
Video· bandwidth 
Pulse length . 
Pulse repetition 
frequency ... 

Antenna scan rate 
Antenna dia. . 

Antenna gain 

Azimuth beam width. . 
Radar a.c. and d.c. power 
requirement 

Radar relay a.c. and d.c. 
power requirement 

Relay transmitter weight 

Radar unit weight . . . 

Optical Scanning 

-- 10 000 mc'!sec., or 3 cm 
wavelength 

-- 4 X 106watts 
-- 3 X 10-12 walts 
-" 4 mc.!sec. 
-- 1 microsec. 

-- 190 per sec. 
-- 63 r.p.m. 
-- 2 feet, cosecant-squa-

red pattern 
1000 (arbitrarily 
chosen -- probably 
higher) 

-- 2° 

-- 350 watts 
(conservative) 

-- 200 watts 
(conservative) 

-- 200 lbs. 
( conservative) 
100 lbs. 
(conservative) 

On first consideration a method of . optical 
earth scanning appears more promising than that 
of radar. «Optical scanning» here implies the 
utilization of reflected earth light for the· for
mation of an image of the target area, with a lens 
unit, upon a photo receptive system which can 
store the information and can convert it into 
analogous electric signals. 

Again, as in the case of radar, several assump
tions must be ~ade in the absence of ·confir
mative data: 
1. The «albedo» or reflecting power of the scan

ned earth surface is high enough to permit 
. the forming of an image of sufficient intensity 
to stimulate the receptor - here an «image 
orthicon». This will be discussed further. 

2. The image produced is free of the various 
errors associated with lbw focal ratio or fast 
lens systems. 

3. Sufficient con t r.a s t exists between· the 
actual target and the environment to permit 
distinction by the orthicon. . 



:The system spedfications, as for the radar, 
can be laid down within the framework of exist
ing unclassified information: 

Specifications 

The resolving' power 'of the objectivernustbe 
great enough to distinguish the target within the 
area of 500 miles diameter; some secondary 
stabilization must be provided to permit off-flight 
path scan and to direct the light rays from the 
object area directly into the lens system , at all 
times; the lens system should be capable of vari
able focus or magnifying power to allow location 
of the target within the total field of view; the 
video sensor and relay must faithfully transmit 
this information to home base; some method of 
counteracting image movement must be included. 

A basic system which would encompass these 
specifications is outlined and its applicability is 
discussed, as is that of variations of the system. 

1. Stabilizing Unit (Fig. 4) 

This could be a «coelostat», a device consist
ing of two gimbalmounted plane mirrors whose 
movements relative to each other and the ob
jective lens assure a constant angle of entry from 
the scanned area. A more complex servo con-

'''00''''. ""'AU TO CO!l.O'To\T 
'''OM "'CEIY," 011'1'1110 ""'Oil' 

"11111.1. Ie., 

'NORMAL' OPTICAL-VIDEO SCANNING IVITIM 

4. Normal Objective Lens System 

trolled gyro stabilization would beniquired than 
that for the radar antenna since the mirrors have 
more degrees of freedom of movement. Of course, 
the system must also respond to home-base cor
rective signals. 

2. An objective lens which forms an image of 
the terrain and focuses it on the face of the image 
orthicon or other detector screen. 

Since a large area sub tended by 25 0 is scanned , 
and since a high light intensity is desirable for. 
fhe sensor unit, a fast (or low «f» stop) lens is 
required. Also, a lens of rather large diameter 
is necessary in order to permit detailed resolution 
of the large field of view. (Fig. 3) The target of 

3. Simple Optical Ray Path from Scanned Aera to 
Image 

600 yds; dia. subtends an angle of approximately 
2 min ute s 0 far c fiom 500 miles. The lens 
chosen here, 7" dia., would yield a minimum 
angle of resolution (r) given by the relation 

r = l:i , where d = diam. ·of lens in cm(200) 

yielding !t value of . 0 . 7 sec. 0 far c, well 
below tne required limit of target resolution. A 
focal length of 14" would be required to give a 
full image on a 6" dia.orthicon face. Therefore, 
this lens has a focal number or stop of f/2 whereas 
for most low altitude air photography an f/B 
ratio is used. 

3. An image tUbe (Fig. 4) which converts the 
image focused on its face into an analogous 
video signal transmitted via a wide band micro
wave"beam to home base. The image falls on a 
photosensitive face which emits electrons in 
proportion to the intensity distribution. These 
photoelectrons are electr:ostatically focused on 
a target, within the tube, with subsequent con
version into an e.m.f. 

The sensitivity of an orthicon is equal to or 
greater than that of motion picture film. The 
image illumination (1) obtainable with an ideal-

ized optical system is given by 1 =0/N
0

2 ' 

whereB = ground brightness and the fINo = 2, 
in this case. (6) 

Thus a typical ground brightness, on a sunny 
day, of 600 foot-Iamberts, would yield an image 
brightness of approximately 35 foot-candles. The 
orthieon 2 P23 yields a maximum output of 5 



microamperes with an illumination of 0.1 foot. 
candles. Therefore, more than sufficient image 
intensity is available. (7) 

However, as in radar, the sensing screen re
mains a limiting factor. The target (600 yds. dia.) 
can be represented as an unmagnified spot of 
1/250" dia. on a 6.0 tube face. In order to resolve 
this spot horizontally and vertically, at least 
1200 scanned lines per frame would be required .. 
Assuming a square image, the number of picture 
elements to be then transmitted would be (1200)2 
or 1,440,000 equivalent to a good quality photo
graph. The video bandwidth required, assuming 
a low picture repetition rate of 20 per second 
would be 20Xl,440,000 or 28,800,000j correspond
ing to an approximate practical bandwidth of 
12 me/sec., 8 mc more than the required 4 mc/ 
sec. stated in the original specifications. Further 
details of this problem cannot be discussed here, 
neither can that of signal storage on magnetic 
tape or bandwidth compression. (8) 

If a smaller field of view, with higher magnifi
cation is required, some modification in the op
tical train must be made. 

The first consequence of magnification is the 
increased rate of image movement across the 
orthicon tube face. The rate of unmagnified 
image movement can be derived from the ex-

. V x f 
pressIOn v = -h-' 

where 
v = rate of image movement. 
V = rate of orbital vehicle = 4.3 miles/sec = 

272,000 in. per sec. 
r = focal length of image forming lens = 14". 
h = altitude it;! inches = 31,780,000. 
Here v = 0 . 1 2 inc. h e s per sec. 

With a nonintegrating device (as compared 
to a photographic film) this movement is not 
serious and would show as a continuously shift
ing panoramic scene on the home-base video 
screen. But as soon as the magnification is in
creased, the field of view is decreased and the 
rate of image movement is increased, since h has 
really been decreased. In conventional aerial 
photography, a high rate of image movement is 
usually nullified with moving slits or rotating 
prisms which expose only a narrow strip of film 
at a time in synchronism with the image move
ment. The rotating prism is more suitable for 
stopping high spe'ed motion, but a similar device, 
in conjunction with a high speed film must be 
used at the receiver. An associated problem here 
is the synchronization of the image repetition 
frequency with the prism rotation. Electrical 
«strobo'scopic» freezing of the orthicon image 
could possibly be obtained but is too complicated 
to be discussed here. 

The second consequence of image magnific
ation is the change in the «f» number which re
sults. That is, the effective «f» stop or number 

is increased with an increase in the magnifying 
power. Since the image illumination is inversely 
proportional to the «~» stop, a decrease in light 
intensity would occur. However, the image illu
mination is well above the threshold orthicon 
sensitivity so that this problem is not serious ex
cept during periods low field intensity. 

The problem of actually obtaining the in
creased magnification is more complicated. 

In (Fig. 4, simple lens system) a second ma
gnifying lens would have to be placed near 
the focal plane of the objective lens. Different 
magnifiers would have to be mechanically in
serted at the telemetered command of home
base. This would result in a complex electro
mechanical system, besides the drawback of 
varying f-stop. 

"IOIitAM IIU"U TO COCL.OIfAT 
nOM KCIIYU CMl"IlO H",OIII 

YAIII •• I.E NCUI OPTICAL-VIOIO lCAIINI ... ITlTall 

5. Variable Focus or "Zoomar» System 

A system (Fig. 5 variable focus lens) could be 
employed utilizing a cons tan t f-stop variable 
focus objective based on the «Zoomar» principle: 
The objective elements can be readily moved 
longitudinally with respect to each other, pro
ducing close-up view!! of the earth at will. This 
system is mechanically simple and could be 
easily controlled with a single servo unit. 

,-CitiHiiW'--T.7, ,".'II"1HI1 
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'SCHMIDT" OPTICAL-VIDIO SCANNIN8 SYSTlIl 

6. Schmidt Optical System 

Another system (Fig. 6, Schmidt system) uses 
a spherical reflecting mirror with a correction 
plate to produce an un dis tor ted flat wide 

• Manufactured by Taylor, Taylor & Hobson. 



angle image of the ground. The aberrations' as
sociated with the high speed lens units are ab
sent, although the Schmidt· unit may have' the 
phenomenal f-stop value of O.S. The associated 
shallow depth of view is not serious' due to the 
nature of the flat object field. However, magni
fication of the image would be very dHficult, in
volving complex movements bf orthicon or mir-
ror, or both. ' 

In general, reflecting optics instead of lenses 
could be used; especially for earth scamiing in 
the near ultra-violet or infra-red regions. 

The optical scanning techniques are, of course, 
much more susceptible than the rac:lar ' technique 
to atmospheric errors. Since the vehicle is well 
above the atmosphere, air unsteadiness and tur
bulence could impose severe limitations on 
image magnification especially at oblique angles 
of vision. The turbulence of the atmosphere has 
proven very detrimental for accurate astronomi
cal research, as it might for the optical scanning; 
this is especially true since the sun's rays have 
had to traverse the atmosphere twice in order to 
reach the scanner. Further high altitude research 
may provide some answers to this problem. 

Further factors are those of absorption and 
scattering of light by the atmosphere and the 
substances it contains. The latter may be sea
salt nuclii, fog, clouds and dust, with particle 
sizes from 10-2 to 0.5 microns. These [actors 
cannot be ignored and could easily prove to be 
the severest limitation of the optical technique. 
The effects of this scattering by haze' and dust 
and clouds have been noted for conventional 
aerial photography but· would require further 
high altitude tests. 

Scanning in the near infra-red region (up to 2 
microns) is possible with specially sensitized 
orthicons. In fact, an orthicon of this type has 
,a greater infra-red sensitivity than the best 
photographic film. 

A simple relationship, derived from the work 
of Lord Rayleigh, relates the scatter coefficient 
A with the wavelenghth ·and a median particle 
size, by A = M/I..-4 , where M is a constant 
factor at various altitude and A. the wavelength. 
This shows that a longer wavelength results in a 
lower scatter coefficient - although when the 
wavelength is above 3 microns the thermal 
emission oft the earth terrain itself would prove 
disturbing. (10) 

The application of infra-red scanning is complex 
and a spectacular increase in performance can
not be easily predicted, exce'pt in the case of 
light surface fog and inorganic dust haze. The 
possibility of penetration of heavy smog or 
clouds is remote, as is the detection of a well 
camouflaged target. It has been suggested that 
color photography or scanning might be useful 
for camouflage detection; it is not apparent why 
this should be so, since the color response of 

film or coior video is not superior to that of the 
eye. However, small errors in color matching of 
the target with the surrounding terrain might be 
detectable with specially sensitized orthicon 
sensors. The color video transmission is, of 
course, another field in itself and it can only be 

. suggested that a mechanical color disc (Colum
bia Broadcasting System) or the more complic
ated electronic thre~-image-tube system be em
ployed. (11) Color' transmission will result in a 
wide transmission bandwidth unless the number 
of lines per frame is reduced. The greater ap
parent definition of the color scan might permit 
this technique. 

Conclusions 

It has only been possible to point out in the 
barest outline the many problems inherent in the 
design and application of an earth-scanning unit 
for an orbital vehicle. If the limitations of a 

. small, unmanned satellite are assumed" the fol
lowing conclusions may be summed up: 

(a) Radar 

The described radar system is incapable of 
resolving the 600 yd. dia. target. A larger vehicle 
is indicated with larger antennas and sharper 
beam width. Alternately, some method of fold
ing or expanding an antenna could be devised, 
since air drag is absent. Furthermore, while a 
trailing receiving antenna might be necessary 
for reception of the echo, it is possible that the 
small angle subtended by the transmitted and 
received radar pulse could permit employment 
of a single antenna. 

The Kennelly-Heaviside and other ionized 
atmospheric layers could introduce serious at
tenuation and phase shift problems, and possibly 
refraction of the obliquely incident radar pulses. 
It is felt that not enough is known at present of 
the effects of these layers (on microwave radi
ation) to' permit an adequate discussion here. 

(b) Optical Scanning 

The optical 'system has an enormous resolving 
power advantage but suffers from atmospheric 
image distortion, absorption by clouds and haze 
and lack of night perception. The wide trans
mission bandwidth could be circumvented by 
sequential signal storage on magnetic tapes for 
later retransmission. Changes in the terrain 

' might be detectable by repeated scanning and 
comparison of received, images. Color scanning 
would prove advantageous if a practical system 
could be devised. The magnification of the image 
is possible but introduces not insurmountable 
problems of stopping the image movement due to 



the high velocity - either mechani.cally with·'the .. 
coelostat or rotating prism orelectfically by 
orthicon blanking. 

Infra-red scanning might prove helpful for a 
hazy atmosphere although this cannot be rigor
ously demonstrated in this case. A deviation 
from this technique would be the detection of 
the target by its own the r m a I em iss i,o .n , 
in which case night detection would be possible. 

However, the vehicle orbit period of less than 
two hours would yield several useful 'scans 
during daylight hours, which mitigates the 
"blind » night period loss. 

The transmission to home-base of the video 
signals should prove possible due to the altitude 
of the vehicle; similarly, a geographical reference 
should be obtainable at all times. A lower al- ' 
titude orbit would not be beneficial due to the 
greater vehicle speed and greater possibility of 
in terception. 

When the foregoing is reviewed, it must be 
generally concluded that the inclusion of a 
human observer would yield a great advantage . 
over the described techniques. No applicable 
optical or electro-optical device has the c~ntrast 
adaptability and resolving power of the human 
eye. The observer, of course, would also require 
a system for slowing down the image movement, 
but his perceptive powers could quickly trans
late the information and relay it immediately or · 
later to home-base. With a larger vehicle, regular 
high altitude photography could be arranged . 
with high speed film development and con
veyance of the information by the observer. 
Instead of film, a xerographic image storing 
device could be substituted if the required resol
ving power were attainable. 

- '. 
. .. I : . , ,: ' . - ~' - .": '. . 

. Naturally, 'ananalyticai:. study would be' ri~ces- . 
_ sary to determine whetller the increased vehicle 
weight- requirements due to the need for food 
and air for the observer would prove more 
costly than th~ remote control scanning in terms 
of energy requiled to place the vehicle in an 
orbit. 
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